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Abstract

The new version of the Monte Carlo program for small-angle Bhabha scattering
BHLUMI with an overall precision of 0.11% is presented. The main improvements
are in the matrix element of the main multi-photon sub-generator based on the
Yennie-Frautschi-Suura exponentiation, where the missing second-order terms in
the leading-logarithmic (LL) approximation are supplemented and the contribution
from the Z resonance is improved. In the LUMLOG sub-generator based on the LL
approximation, we implement collinear photon emission in the �nal state and we
also add a down-graded third-order LL matrix element, which has exactly the same
incomplete third-order LL contribution as the multi-photon BHLUMI. The new
LUMLOG is therefore capable of calculating the missing third-order LL part in the
cross sections obtained from the main multi-photon event generator, for arbitrary
event selection. The �rst-order event generator OLDBIS remains unchanged.
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NEW VERSION SUMMARY

Title of the program: BHLUMI version 4.04
Reference to original program: Comput. Phys. Commun. 70 (1992) 305
Computer: IBM rs6000, HP9000 and other UNIX workstations
Operating system: UNIX
Programming language used: FORTRAN 77
High speed storage required: < 5 MB
No. of bits in a word: 32
Peripherals used: Line printer
No. of cards in combined program and test deck: about 12000
Keywords: Radiative corrections, Monte Carlo simulation, Bhabha scattering, brems-
strahlung, Quantum Electrodynamics (QED), electroweak theory, structure functions.
Nature of physical problem: The small-angle Bhabha scattering process is used in all
electron-positron colliders to calculate machine luminosity. This process is subject to
QED radiative corrections, which have to be known for arbitrary cut-o�s and/or accep-
tance with a precision at least a factor of 2 better than the pure experimental precision.
This means that the level of 0.05% should be reached. A realistic simulation should in-
clude multiple emission of the bremsstrahlung photons.
Method of solution: The Monte Carlo simulation of the small-angle process is an ideal
solution. It provides the integrated cross-section for arbitrary cuts. Direct simulation of
the �nal state electrons and photons is precisely what is needed for detector simulation
purposes.
Restrictions on the complexity of the problem: The overall precision of the QED cal-
culation is restricted to 0.11%, for a typical LEP/SLC luminometer angular range of
1� < # < 3�, where # is the scattering angle.
Typical running time: The e�ciency for multi-photon sub-generator is typically 6 mil-
lion variable-weight events and 4 million constant-weight events per hour for an HP9000-
735/100 MHz machine.
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LONG WRITE{UP

1 Introduction

At high energy electron-positron scattering experiments such as those now taking data
at LEP and the SLC and those planned for the future NLC, in order to translate the
number of events into a cross-section one has to know the luminosity of the accelerator
at the interaction point. The luminosity is deduced from a measurement of the number
of events for one (or more) scattering process(es) for which the integrated cross-section
is safely calculable from the theory. The e+e� elastic scattering, the so-called Bhabha
process, is a very good candidate because in the range of a few degrees it is dominated
by perfectly known physics, the exchange of a t-channel photon. It is therefore routinely
used in all e� colliders for luminosity measurement. Note that, in order to keep statistical
errors small, the process used for luminosity measurement has to have a large enough
cross-section. This condition is also ful�lled in the Bhabha small-angle scattering process
rather easily, by putting the detector at small enough angles.

The small-angle Bhabha process (SABH), as any high energy process with light charged
fermions, is subject to relatively large, a few per cent, QED radiative corrections. In the
experimental luminosity measurement, these corrections have to be calculated and their
e�ect taken into account, in other words removed from the luminosity experimental value.
These e�ects have to be calculated with a precision comparable to or better than the best
experimental error, which for single LEP experiments is about 0.1% and for combined
results of the four LEP collaborations is at the 0.05% level [1]. The new version of the
Monte Carlo event generator BHLUMI presented here marks a de�nite step forward in
the direction of sub-per mille theoretical error for the SABH process.

As compared to the previous version, 2.02, presented in Ref. [2], this new version fea-
tures several important improvements, which will be described in detail. Improvements
are mainly in the matrix element, while in the basic (low-level) Monte Carlo (MC) algo-
rithm there are only minor improvements, which will be explained in detail. The general
description of the basic MC algorithm will not be repeated and the reader should look
into Ref. [2] for more details on technicalities of the low-level MC algorithm.

The main improvements in the program are:

� Inclusion of the missing second-order leading-logarithmic (LL) correction, O(2),
where  = 2�

�
[ln(jtj=m2

e) � 1], in the exponentiated (multi-photon) matrix element
according to Ref. [3].

� Implementation of the matrix element without exponentiation (for tests), which is
de�ned in Ref. [3] and corresponds strictly1 to the matrix element with exponentia-
tion.

� Improvement of the QED corrections to the Z contribution according to Ref. [4].

1The same O(�) cotributions.
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� Implementation of the �nal state collinear radiation with the matrix element up
to O(3) with and without exponentiation in the LUMLOG sub-generator. LUM-
LOG generates photons that are strictly collinear to the parent initial or �nal state
electron (positron).

� Inclusion in the LUMLOG sub-generator of the truncated O(3) matrix element,
which corresponds to the exponentiated multi-photon matrix element of BHLUMI
(it is obtained by means of exact analytical integration over the transverse photon
momenta), see also Ref. [5].

� Inclusion of the best calculation of the vacuum polarization according to Refs. [6{8].

Let us add the following important remarks: Inclusion of the missing O(2), second-
order LL correction was done very carefully, with many cross-checks, which are presented
in Refs. [3,5], see also Ref. [9]. They are based on comparisons of the Monte Carlo results
with semi-analytical calculations; in the full form they will be published in Ref. [10].
According to the conclusions of the Bhabha Working Group of the 1995 LEP2 Workshop
(see Ref. [11] and its summary published in Ref. [12]) the present program BHLUMI
4.04 features a precision of 0.11% for the best LEP luminometers at the scattering angles
1� < # < 3� at LEP1, and 0.25% for any kind of typical luminometers in the angular
ranges within 1� < # < 6� at LEP2. This estimate is based on comparisons with the other
MC calculations, in particular with the SABSPV calculation [13]. As is shown later in
this paper, the SABSPV recipe is also implemented (emulated) in the framework of the
present BHLUMI package2.

In the future version of BHLUMI, see discussions in Ref. [11], it will be necessary to
add the missing second-order sub-leading contributions O(�), unless they prove to be
too small to warrant such attention. The �rst exercises in this direction were already
done, see Refs. [14{16], and we are planning to implement the contributions of O(�) in
the next version of the program.

The outline of the paper is the following: we describe in detail all the new features
of LUMLOG in Section 2, and we give an exact description of all input data and output
results in Section 3. In Section 4 we describe the distribution directory with many useful
demonstration user programs, which should help the user to learn how to use BHLUMI
e�ectively and easily. Short conclusions end the paper.

As already mentioned, we do not show explicitly in the present paper the new matrix
element, because it is already published in Ref. [3] (see also the erratum to that paper).

2 New LUMLOG

In the LUMLOG MC event sub-generator, photons are generated with zero transverse
momentum (strict collinear approximation) according to LL structure functions. LUM-
LOG was always used in order to calculate the higher-order corrections missing in the

2The SABSPV emulation is not part of the BHLUMI MC event generator. It is implemented, using
OLDBIS and LUMLOG, in one of the examples of the user programs, see Section 4.
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multi-photon sub-generator of the BHLUMI package. In Refs. [17,18] it was used in order
to estimate the missing O(2), second-order LL contribution. It was also instrumental
in the construction of the so-called OLDBIS + LUMLOGh:o: cross section, which was
compared with the results of multi-photon BHLUMI, see Ref. [18]. The earlier version
of the present LUMLOG was already used in Refs. [11, 12] in order to determine the
missing O(3) leading-logarithmic contribution in the present version of the multi-photon
BHLUMI. The actual version of LUMLOG was employed in the recent work of Ref. [5],
see also the comment at the end of this section.

The present new version of LUMLOG is changed substantially with respect to the older
version of Ref. [2]. The �nal state bremsstrahlung is now implemented. This requires mod-
i�cation of the generation algorithm. The �nal state bremsstrahlung is important for all
kinds of tests, in particular for so-called non-calorimetric event selections, see [19]. These
non-calorimetric event selections are unrealistic, but useful for tests of the matrix element
and for comparisons with the other calculations. Another important new feature is the
\O(3) emulation" in LUMLOG of the multi-photon matrix element of the multi-photon
BHLUMI. What is this \emulation", and why is it useful? To begin an explanation, let
us stress that it is feasible to add the missing corrections of O(3) to the matrix ele-
ment in the multi-photon BHLUMI. The question is whether it is really worth while. We
expect that O(3) is almost complete in the cross section from multi-photon BHLUMI,
because of the Yennie-Frautschi-Suura exponentiation { this is true for instance for the
initial state bremsstrahlung, see Ref. [20]. If, for instance, the missing O(3) in BHLUMI
is 10�4 then it is not worth while to add it explicitly in the matrix element. But how
does one know how big the missing O(3) is in BHLUMI, without actually adding it to
its matrix element in the �rst place? The solution is the \emulation" of multi-photon
BHLUMI within LUMLOG. First of all, one has to add the complete O(3) in the �-
nal state, in addition to the initial state where it was always present. Next, one has to
implement in LUMLOG a \down-graded" version of the LL matrix element, which has
a complete O(2) and incomplete O(3) { incomplete in exactly the same way as in the
multi-photon BHLUMI 4.x. Let us call it for short \truncated matrix element". It is not
completely trivial to obtain the truncated matrix element, because it requires integration
of the BHLUMI matrix element over transverse photon momenta, keeping all terms up to
O(�3) in the LL approximation. This integration was actually done in Refs. [5,10] and we
use the resulting truncated matrix element in the present LUMLOG. In the following we
shall give explicitly the complete truncated matrix element as implemented in the present
LUMLOG.

Let us start with the new master formula for the small-angle Bhabha total cross-
section, where in addition to the initial state, we have also the �nal state bremsstrahlung
in the O(�r) LL collinear approximation:
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Figure 1: Leading logarithmic kinematics.
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Here � is the azimuthal angle around the beams, z1; z2 denote fractions of the energy
carried by the beams after emission of the initial state photons, z3; z4 denote fractions of
the energy carried by e� in the process of the emission of the �nal state photons, (see
�g. 1 for illustration) and the Born cross-section with pure t-channel photon exchange
reads

d�Born

d�d��
(�; �) �

2�2

sz1z2

1 + (1� ��)2

2(��)2
; (2)

where #� in �� = (1 � cos#�)=2 = jtj=(sz1z2) is de�ned as the scattering angle in the
LL hard scattering rest frame. The built-in event selection is de�ned by ��b

�a(�) = �(� �
�a)�(�b � �) in terms of variable � = (1 � cos #)=2 where # is de�ned in the laboratory
system. All notation is essentially the same as in Ref. [18]. The non-singlet LL structure
functions D(r)(; z) up to r = 3, with exponentiation, are from Ref. [21] and are also given
explicitly in Ref. [18].

The extension of the Monte Carlo algorithm to the case with the �nal state brems-
strahlung is straightforward. Variables z3; z4 can be generated independently of z1; z2
because event selection does not depend on z3 and z4. The case without exponentiation is
more complicated than the case with exponentiation. We implement in the new LUMLOG
O(2) structure functions without exponentiation, using a MC algorithm very similar to
that in Ref. [18], i.e. using an auxiliary small parameter " in order to emulate the delta-
like parts of the distributions. All of the above is a straightforward extension of what is
described in Ref. [18], so we do not discuss it in more detail.

The cross section corresponding to BHLUMI with the matrix element of O(�2) in-
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tegrated analytically over the transverse photon momenta, keeping terms3 up to O(3),
reads as follows:
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The following notation is used
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3Next-to-leading terms are set to zero in analytical expressions after analytical integration over the
transverse photon momenta.
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where
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Here, C is Euler's constant. The B[ ��(1)2LL] is functionally identical to B[ ��(1)2UU].
It is worth while to underline that the di�erential cross section in eq. (3) does not

factorize into a product of the four functions, each dependent on one of zi = 1; 2; 3; 4, as
is the case for eq. (1). It is generally expected, because the integrand in eq. (3) misses
some O(3) terms4. The di�erence between the cross sections of eq. (1) and of eq. (3)
represents the missing O(3) in BHLUMI. Since LUMLOG is an event generator, we can
therefore estimate its size for arbitrary event selection. It turns out to be numerically
negligible, below 2 � 10�4, see Ref. [5], for a typical LEP luminometer, so we conclude
that adding the missing O(3) to the BHLUMI matrix element is not a high priority.

3 Description of input and output data

In the following we give a detailed and complete account of the input data. Wherever
it was possible, the input is backward compatible with the version 2.x of Ref. [2], so the

4The version of eq. (3) truncated to O(2) does factorize, of course.
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experienced user of BHLUMI will �nd it easy to understand.

3.1 Input in initialization mode

Parameter Meaning

Npar(1)=KeyOpt =1000*KeyGen+100*KeyRem+10*KeyWgt+KeyRnd,

general option switch, where KeyGen=3 for this (BHLUM4) sub-
generator. KeyRnd=1,2 implies use of RANMAR or RANECU
random number generator. For KeyRem=0,1 photon removal is
ON, OFF. They are equivalent but KeyRem=0 is obligatory in the
case of Z contribution switched on. If KeyWgt=0 then constant
total weight WtMod=1 events are produced (standard option for
detector studies), for KeyWgt=1 variable-weight (weighted) events
are provided (useful option for all kinds of tests) and for KeyWgt=2
additional variable-weight events are also provided below mini-
mum transfer (useful for test of completeness of the phase space).
In the cases KeyWgt=1,2 the user may also exploit weights other
than the principal weight WtMod, see common block /WgtAll/

Npar(2)=KeyRad = 1000*KeyZet+100*KeyUpd+10*KeyMod +KeyPia,
option switch determining the type of QED matrix element used
to calculate the principal total weight WtMod. For KeyZet=0,1,
the Z boson contribution is OFF, ON. Out of KeyUpd=0,1,2 only
KeyUpd=0 is for standard usage. The other KeyUpd=1,2 are for spe-
cial tests where photon emission is allowed from the upper/lower
line only. KeyMod =1,2 determines type of QED matrix element,
KeyMod =1 is a version completely backward compatible with BH-
LUMI 2.0x, KeyMod =2 is the version 4.x, which is now DEFAULT!
KeyPia =0,1,2,3 speci�es the type of photon vacuum polariza-
tion and s-channel photon. For KeyPia =0 these contributions are
OFF, it is used only in semi-analytical tests. For KeyPia =1,2,3

vac. pol. is implemented according to Ref. [7] (as in BHLUMI
2.01), Ref. [8] and Ref. [22]. Results for KeyPIA=2,3 are practi-
cally equivalent.

Xpar(1)=CMSene
p
s, centre-of-mass (CM) energy in GeV

Xpar(2)=trmin Minimum t-channel transfer jtminj in GeV2

Xpar(3)=trmax Maximum t-channel transfer jtmaxj in GeV2

Xpar(4)=epsCM ", dimensionless infrared cut on CM energy of soft real photons,
Ephot > "

p
s=2; for angles above 20 mrad, the recommended range

is 10�7 < " < 10�4.

Table 1: List of input parameters of BHLUM4 sub-generator.

The input data are transferred to BHLUMI through Xpar and Npar parameters in the
initialization mode, for MODE=-1. The meaning of the entries Npar(1) and Xpar(1) is
almost the same for all three sub-generators, but the other entries have a quite di�erent
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Parameter Meaning

Npar(1)=KeyOpt =1000*KeyGen+10*KeyWgt+KeyRnd,

general option switch, where KeyGen=2 for this (LUMLOG) sub-
generator, KeyRnd=1,2 implies use of RANMAR or RANECU
random number generator. Both KeyWgt=1,2 options provide
variable-weight (weighted) events. For KeyWgt=2 weighted events
down to zero angle (below TminL) are generated { with this option
one may cover the complete phase space.

Npar(2)=KeyRad = 100*KeyFin +10*KeyTes +KeyBlo,
option switch determining the type of QED matrix element used to
calculate the principal total weight WtMod. The user may exploit
weights other than WtMod, see common block /WgtAll/, described
in table 3. For KeyFin=0,1, the �nal state collinear radiation is
OFF, ON. Normally KeyTes=0 while KeyTes=1 is for tests only {
the QED electron structure functions replaced with (unrealistic)
testing functions (1� z)1=2. The KeyBlo switch controls the de�-
nition of the big logarithm L in the calculation: for recommended
choice KeyBlo=3 we use L = ln(s0�?=m2

e)� 1 and for KeyBlo=4 we
have L = ln(s�a=m2

e) (cruder but legitimate choice).
Xpar(1)=CMSene

p
s, centre-of-mass (CM) energy in GeV

Xpar(2)=TminL Minimum # electron/positron scattering angle in units of degree
Xpar(3)=TmaxL Maximum # electron/positron scattering angle in units of degree
Xpar(4)=xk0 k0, dimensionless infrared cut on the CM system energy of soft

real photons, Ephot > k0
p
s=2 for not-exponentiated versions of

the calculation. Recommended range is 10�7 < k0 < 10�4.
Xpar(5)=xkmax kmax determines the minimum e�ective mass s0 of the �nal state

electron and positron: s0 > s(1 � kmax). Note that kmax = 1 is
allowed but we recommend kmax � 0:9999.

Table 2: List of input parameters of LUMLOG sub-generator

meaning. We therefore describe the exact meaning of Xpar and Npar in tables 1 and
2, separately for the BHLUM4 and LUMLOG sub-generators. The input of the OLDBIS sub-
generator is exactly the same as in versions 2.x, and the corresponding table can be found
in Ref. [2]. The choice of sub-generator is made according to the KeyGen=1,2,3 switch,
see description of Npar(1).

Other input parameters, such as the electron mass me = 0:0005111 GeV, QED cou-
pling constant � = 1=137:03604, etc., are de�ned inside the program, in subroutine
filbh2, or locally in the PARAMETER statements.

3.2 Output in event generation mode

In the event generation mode, for MODE=0, both Xpar and Npar are ignored and the single
Monte Carlo event accompanied by weights is provided to the user in
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BHLUM4

Entry Type of cross section Emission line

WtSet(1) Principal weight =WtMod; it depends on KeyPia

KeyZet

upper + lower

WtSet(11) Z contribution without vacuum polarization upper + lower
WtSet(12) Z contribution with vacuum polarization upper + lower
WtSet(30,31,32) O(�0)exp, O(�1)exp and O(�2)exp total upper line only

WtSet(35,36) O(�1)exp version of ~�0 and ~�1 upper line only

WtSet(37,38,39) O(�2)exp version of ~�0, ~�1 and ~�2 upper line only
WtSet(40,41,42) O(�0)exp, O(�1)exp and O(�2)exp total upper + lower

WtSet(43,44) O(�1)exp version of ~�0 and ~�1 upper + lower

WtSet(45,46) O(�1)exp ~�1 upper and lower contribution upper + lower

WtSet(47,48,49) O(�2)exp version of ~�0, ~�1 and ~�2 upper + lower

WtSet(50,51) O(�2)exp ~�1 upper and lower contributions upper + lower

WtSet(52,53,54) O(�2)exp ~�2 upper�lower, upper and lower
contributions

upper + lower

WtSet(60,61,62) O(�0), O(�1) and O(�2) total upper line only
WtSet(70,71,72) O(�0), O(�1) and O(�2) total upper + lower

Table 3: Explanation of parallel weights in WtSet list for BHLUM4 sub-generator. The listed weights
correspond to matrix element type (A). The entries for type (B) matrix element have the index shifted
by 100. See ref. [3] for the de�nitions of the matrix element. For example WtSet(41) corresponds
to the O(�1)exp exponentiated matrix element type (A) and WtSet(141) corresponds to O(�1)exp
type (B). The principal total weight WtMod=WtSet(1) corresponds to weight WtSet(142). For non-
zero KeyPia and/or KeyZet the weight WtMod=WtSet(1) is multiplied by a factor corresponding to
photon vacuum polarization and the Z contribution is added. The other weights are not a�ected.

COMMON / MomSet / p1(4),q1(4),p2(4),q2(4),phot(100,4),nphot

COMMON / WgtAll / WtMod,WtCru1,WtCru2,WtSet(300)

Users of the previous version of BHLUMI should remember that the size of the matrix
WtSet is now increased from 100 to 300!

As in the previous version, matrices p1 and p2 represent four-momenta of incoming
(beam) and outgoing e+ while q1 and q2 represent four-momenta of incoming (beam) and
outgoing e�. List of n =nphot photon four-momenta is encoded in phot.

For standard applications (detector simulation) the user will work with constant-
weight events, obtained by setting KeyWgt=0. In this case the principal weight of each
event is set to WtMod=1D0. Note that in this case the entire /WgtAll/ should be essentially
ignored. (In fact, in order to prevent the user from using /WgtAll/ by mistake, we set its
content to zero in this case.)

The user may sometimes wish to run our program with variable-weights, KeyWgt =

1,2 { this also speeds up the calculation. Here we envisage two levels of sophistication
in the use of the program. For unsophisticated use of the program one takes events with
the total weight WtMod and one should remember that the type of QED matrix element
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LUMLOG

Entry Type of cross section r.c.c.

WtSet(1,2,3,4) O(�0)exp, O(�1)exp, O(�2)exp and O(�3)exp
total

No

WtSet(5) O(�3)exp total Yes
WtSet(11,12,13) O(�0), O(�1) and O(�2) total No

LL emulation of BHLUMI in LUMLOG

WtSet(40,41,42) O(�0)exp, O(�1)exp and O(�2)exp total No

WtSet(43,44) O(�1)exp, ~�0, ~�1 No

WtSet(45,46) O(�1)exp, ~�1 upper/lower line components No

WtSet(47,48,49) O(�2)exp, ~�0, ~�1 and ~�2 No

WtSet(50,51) O(�2)exp, ~�1, upper/lower line components No

WtSet(52,53,54) O(�2)exp, ~�2, upper�lower, upper and lower line
components

No

Table 4: Explanation of parallel weights in WtSet list for LUMLOG sub-generator. The principal
total weight WtMod is related to WtSet(4). The use of the running coupling constant (r.c.c.) is
indicated.

in WtMod is determined by KeyRad=Npar(2)5. The advanced user of the program may,
in the same Monte Carlo run, use a variety of alternative weights de�ned as WtAlt(J)=

WtCru1*WtCru2*WtSet(J), where each J corresponds to one of many versions of the QED
matrix element, in various perturbative orders and with various contributions switched
on/o�. This is explained in more detail, separately for each type of sub-generator, in
table 3 for the BHLUM4 sub-generator and in table 4 for the LUMLOG sub-generator. Let
us note that for the BHLUM4 sub-generator (run in the variable-weight mode) the matrix
element without exponentiation (see weights WtSet(60-61,70-71)) does not include the
Z-contribution and vacuum polarization { the user himself/herself has to combine the
relevant weights (see subroutines model2 and m2agzi). The user may also consult the
examples of the user programs demo.f and demo2.f described in the next section.

It is important to know that for variable-weight events the �nal state four-momenta
may be ill-de�ned in events with6 WtMod=0 or WtCru1*WtCru2=0. In order to avoid an
unnecessary crash of the user program the kinematical calculations should be protected
by the appropriate IF (WtMod.NE.0D0) THEN ... ENDIF conditional statement. This
will also speed up the user histogramming program a little bit.

Finally, let us also note that the backward compatibility in the matrix element of
BHLUM4 with version 2.01 of Ref. [2] is kept, i.e. the matrix element of the version 2.01
can be accessed optionally by means of setting KeyMod = 1, see table 1, and in this case
table 4 of Ref. [2] applies for the description of the output weights WtMod and WtAlt(J),
see also examples described in the next section.

5N.B.: For the constant-weight events, exactly this weight is used for the rejection inside the MC
generator.

6In the present version all four-momenta are set to zero for such events.
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4 Program topography, usage and samples of results

Figure 2: Topography of the distribution directory.

README

400 event generator: bhlumi.f bhlum4.f oldbis.f

lumlog.f model.f modl2a.f modl2b.f repi.f m2agzi.f

lib general library programs: yfslib.f glibk.f combine.f

dok documentation in postscript

4.x-cpc
demo data-directory for simple user program demo.f

figs programs producing plots and tables out of histograms

stored in data-directories

prod1

prod2

prod3 data-directories with input data and

stored output histograms
obis2
llog2

iniseed
random number seeds

user programs: demo.f demo2.f silicon.f trical.f trigas.f

scripts: farmCSF.cmd.template farmSHIFT.cmd.template

farmBASTA.cmd.template farmSP.cmd.template

farmSP850.cmd.template farm-cphst farm-script-init

farm-init farm-llsubmit farm-submit farm-stop makefile

makefile.template

other: README semaphore.start semaphore.stop combine.list

The main objective of the BHLUMI MC event generator is to calculate very precisely the
total cross section of the small-angle Bhabha process for arbitrary event selection (ES).
The distribution package of the present BHLUMI version 4.04 was prepared in such a way
that its content should help the user to accomplish this task. Having the above in mind
we included in the distribution package not only the BHLUMI MC event generator itself
(which consists of three sub-generators BHLUM4, LUMLOG and OLDBIS), but also two
examples of the user programs and several examples of the output results. We envisage
that the user will run these demonstration user programs and use them as a starting point
to develop his/her own user program(s). The output data (tables, plots and printouts)
should help the user in the non-trivial task of checking whether the BHLUMI MC event
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generator, as implemented on a given platform, is really reproducing these outputs with a
precision of a fraction of per mille! In the following we shall describe the \topography" of
the distribution package and how to run the demonstration user programs. We shall not
enter too much into descriptions of the subprograms of the BHLUMI MC event generator
because it is quite similar to that in Ref. [2] for the earlier version 2.02.

The entire distribution package of the present BHLUMI 4.04 is organized into a single
UNIX directory with three sub-directories 400, lib, 4.x-cpc containing programs and
the sub-directory dok containing documentation (postscripts of the relevant papers), see
Fig. 2.

4.1 Event generator and simple user program

The complete Monte Carlo event generator BHLUMI (consisting of the three standard
sub-generators BHLUM4, OLDBIS and LUMLOG) is located in 400 and lib. The sub-
directory 400 contains the essential parts of the MC generator, which generate four-
momenta, and a collection of the matrix elements. The sub-directory lib contains pro-
gramming tools, including the histogramming package glibk. This part of the package
(400 and lib) is self-contained, each sub-directory has its own makefile capable to com-
pile its content. The user may develop his/her own main program and link it with the
object �les from the 400 and lib. A standard sequence of calls such as

PROGRAM main

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(a-h,o-z)

* Histograms in labeled common

COMMON / cglib / b(50000)

* Common blocks with output events from bhlumi MC event generator

COMMON / momset / p1(4),q1(4),p2(4),q2(4),phot(100,4),nphot

COMMON / wgtall / wtmod,wtcru1,wtcru2,wtset(300)

* Input parameters

DIMENSION xpar(100),npar(100)

* Initialization of histogramming package --

CALL glimit(50000)

(book histograms)

CALL bhlumi(-1,xpar,npar)

DO IEVENT = 1,10000

CALL bhlumi( 0,xpar,npar)

(fill histograms)

ENDDO

CALL bhlumi( 2,xpar,npar)

(print histograms)

END

will produce a series of MC events and the user will be able to calculate the total cross
section and arbitrary distributions for any ES. The input data encoded in XPAR and
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NPAR were described in the previous section. However, instead of building up his/her
own user program from scratch, following the above example, we recommend to follow the
entry-level example of the user program provided by authors of BHLUMI and described
in the following.

Figure 3: This plot is in 4.x-cpc/demo/demo.tex. The distribution d(sigma)/d(theta) [nanobars/radians].
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It should be stressed that the sub-directory 4.x-cpc should never be treated as a
part of the event generator. In the sub-directory 4.x-cpc we implemented a rich collec-
tion of examples of running BHLUMI. The event generator part, 400 and lib, is totally
independent of them.

There are two sophistication levels in the examples of the user programs. We recom-
mend very strongly every user to treat the entry-level user program demo.f in 4.x-cpc as
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an instructive and complete example of running BHLUMI. The other program demo2.f

in 4.x-cpc should be used as an example of a more sophisticated use of the BHLUMI
event generator. We shall describe both in this section.

The execution of the entry-level user program demo.f can be initiated by the following
set of simple commands:

cd 4.x-cpc

make demo

The user program demo.f has the following interesting features:

� It includes several examples of input data for the multi-photon BHLUM4 sub-
generator and shows how to run BHLUMI with constant weights and variable
weights.

� It shows how to select MC events and calculate the total cross section for two
examples of event selections BARE1 and CALO2 de�ned in Ref. [11]. At the end
of the output demo/demo.output the user �nds the cross sections corresponding to
the respective entry in Table 14, for event selection BARE1, zmin = 0:5, and in
Table 18, for event selection CALO2, zmin = 0:5, in Ref. [11], see also the very end
of the sample output of Appendix A.

� It shows how to calculate properly normalized (in nanobarns) single-dimensional
distributions. They are stored in demo/demo.tex and one of them7, the angular
distribution of the electron, is shown in Fig. 3, for a small statistics of 104 events.
For the run with variable weights there are two more output distributions, see
demo.f and demo/demo.tex; one of them is the distribution of the principal weight
wtmod and the other one is produced using the technique of the alternative weights
described in Section 3.2.

The demo directory contains sample outputs from the MC sample of 104 events, which can
be used for the initial check of whether BHLUMI runs properly on a given platform. In
order to do meaningful comparisons with the tables of Ref. [11], more events have to be
generated. The sample outputs included in demo are obtained on the IBM Power Series
machine under AIX 4.

4.2 Advanced user program and numerical benchmarks

The user of the program may, as described above, keep only the program 4.x-cpc/demo.f

and the sub-directory 4.x-cpc/demo, forget the rest of 4.x-cpc and develop his/her own
main user program using 4.x-cpc/demo.f as a starting point. The other example of
the user program 4.x-cpc/demo2.f and directories other than 400,lib, 4.x-cpc/demo

are ignored in such a case. What is the role of the demo2.f and related sub-directories
and why do we include them in the distribution package? We are going to address this
question in the following.

7The other one, not shown here, is the normalized distribution of the photon energy.
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Table 5: This is from the output �le 4.x-cpc/�gs/BeMaTabs.tex. Total cross sections for various symmetric
Wide-Wide, event selections from BHLUMI, in nanobarns. BHLUM4pht and BHLUM4ZV P denote standard
multi-photon BHLUMI event generator. OBI+LMG denotes so-called OLDBIS+LUMLOGh:o: additive recipe
while BHLPV follows SABSPV multiplicative recipe realized using OLDBIS and LUMLOG cross section. Only
in BHLUM4ZV P are Z exchange, up-down interference and vacuum polarization switched on. Centre-of-mass
energy is

p
s = 92:3 GeV. Not calculated cross sections set to zero.

zmin BHLUM4pht OBI+LMG BHLPV BHLUM4ZV P

(a) BARE1, Born = 175:977 nb
:100 166:882 � :006 166:674 � :014 166:738 � :016 :000� :000
:300 165:365 � :006 165:189 � :014 165:251 � :016 :000� :000
:500 162:522 � :006 162:366 � :014 162:436 � :016 :000� :000
:700 155:660 � :006 155:518 � :014 155:606 � :015 :000� :000
:900 137:334 � :006 137:203 � :013 137:325 � :013 :000� :000

(c) CALO2, Born = 140:018 nb
:100 131:826 � :006 131:641 � :013 131:718 � :014 136:963 � :006
:300 131:441 � :006 131:283 � :013 131:375 � :014 136:564 � :006
:500 130:719 � :006 130:593 � :013 130:714 � :014 135:815 � :006
:700 127:960 � :006 127:807 � :013 128:019 � :014 132:950 � :006
:900 118:785 � :006 118:203 � :012 118:856 � :013 123:407 � :006

(d) SICAL2, Born = 140:018 nb
:100 132:807 � :006 132:593 � :013 132:624 � :014 137:984 � :006
:300 132:545 � :006 132:416 � :013 132:453 � :014 137:711 � :006
:500 131:976 � :006 131:976 � :013 132:028 � :014 137:121 � :006
:700 128:663 � :006 128:617 � :013 128:778 � :014 133:680 � :006
:900 119:006 � :006 118:491 � :012 119:111 � :013 123:637 � :006

(e) SICAL, Born = 140:018 nb
:100 132:216 � :006 132:085 � :013 132:137 � :014 137:370 � :006
:300 132:181 � :006 132:053 � :013 132:107 � :014 137:334 � :006
:500 131:920 � :006 131:822 � :013 131:886 � :014 137:062 � :006
:700 129:228 � :006 129:084 � :013 129:223 � :014 134:267 � :006
:900 120:341 � :006 119:845 � :012 120:327 � :013 125:025 � :006

The role of 4.x-cpc/demo2.f and related sub-directories is to demonstrate how certain
important numerical results of Refs. [3, 5, 11] were obtained in practice. Ultimately, our
aim is to allow the user to reproduce exactly (up to a statistical MC error) all important
numerical results from BHLUMI published up to now. The user programs that were em-
ployed to obtain these important numerical results in Refs. [3,5,11] and other papers are
incorporated in the user program 4.x-cpc/demo2.f. The sub-directories prod1, prod2,

prod3, llog2, obis2 of the 4.x-cpc directory contain the relevant input data and re-
ceive all output results from the MC runs { they are data directories. The data directories
prod1, prod2, prod3 are for the BHLUM4 multi-photon sub-generator, llog2 for LUM-
LOG and obis2 for the OLDBIS sub-generator. The other sub-directory 4.x-cpc/figs
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contains programs that produce selected important plots and tables of Refs. [3,5,11]. The
user is, in this way, capable to reproduce by himself/herself many important published
tables and plots obtained using the present BHLUMI MC event generator. However,
to reproduce all these results from scratch requires several thousands of hours of CPU
on a fast workstation. In order to be able to run immediately the graphics programs in
4.x-cpc/figswe have stored in the data directories a collection of the archive-histograms
�les from our own long runs. (See the latter part of this section on how to run these graph-
ics programs.) On the other hand, in order to help the advanced user, who intends to
reproduce all the results, we have included in 4.x-cpc several shell-scripts and make�les
which will help to run 4.x-cpc/demo2.f in parallel on any typical workstation-farm such
as SP-2 and CSF at CERN. Finally, let us also note that in 4.x-cpc we included pro-
grams for several event selections de�ned/used in Refs. [3, 5, 11, 17, 18], in particular for
all four event selections BARE1, CALO1, CALO2 and SICAL2 of Refs. [11] and for the
SICAL and OPSIW event selections of Refs. [3, 9]. They are encoded in the programs
silicon.f, trigas.f and trical.f in the directory 4.x-cpc. Let us now describe in
more detail how to run the user program 4.x-cpc/demo2.f.

The execution of the entry-level user program demo2.f for the multi-photon event sub-
generator BHLUM4 can be initiated for the input data set 4.x-cpc/prod2/prod2.data

by the following set of simple commands:

cd 4.x-cpc

make prod2-start

make prod2-stop

make prod2-dvi

The second command, make prod2-start, causes the program to be compiled and then
the main program starts to generate MC events using the multi-photon event sub-generator
BHLUM4 in the background process. The execution may continue up to a maximum num-
ber of events de�ned in 4.x-cpc/prod2/prod2.data or, optionally, it can be stopped
interactively by issuing the third command, make prod2-stop. At the end of the run all
histograms are stored in the �le 4.x-cpc/prod2/bhl.hst. In fact, histograms are written
into this �le every 105 events anyway. The last command make prod2-dvi initiates com-
pilation and execution of the program 4.x-cpc/figs/prod2.f, which reads histograms
from 4.x-cpc/prod2/bhl.hst and shows on the screen plots of various distributions. In
fact it produces the LATEX �le 4.x-cpc/figs/prod2.tex which is then processed and
viewed on the screen using xdvi. The storage �le 4.x-cpc/prod2/bhl.hst and another
�le, 4.x-cpc/prod2/semaphore, contains in addition to user-de�ned histograms, the com-
plete information on the status of the internal parameters of the event generator. Thanks
to this arrangement the MC run can be restarted and continued, without any loss of
accumulated statistics, and stopped at any suitable moment, with the following simple
commands:

make prod2-cont

make prod2-stop
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Figure 4: This is from the output �le 4.x-cpc/�gs/BeMaFigs.tex. The di�erence d3 = (BHLPV �
BHLUMI:4x)=Born for the SICAL event selection as a function of the energy cut 1 � Umin. BHLPV is
an emulation of SABSPV using OLDBIS and LUMLOG. The dashed box marks 1.0 per mille precision limits.
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The user will most probably want to make contact with the published values from the
BHLUMI 4.03(4) program. Since, typically, these results involve comparisons of BHLUMI
with OLDBIS and LUMLOG, it is necessary to run the other two sub-generators and store
histograms in the data sub-directories obis2 and llog2 by executing the following simple
commands:

cd 4.x-cpc

make llog2-start

make obis2-start

Partial results may be pre-viewed as before with:
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Figure 5: This is from the output �le 4.x-cpc/�gs/BeMaFigs.tex. The di�erence d3 =
(OLDBIS � LUMLOGh:o: � BHLUMI:4x)=Born for the SICAL event selection as a function of the energy
cut 1� Umin. The dashed box marks 1.5 per mille precision limits.
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make llog2-dvi

make obis2-dvi

Finally, after running for long enough, the whole table of cross sections shown in
Table 5 can be obtained, and viewed on the screen, by executing:

cd 4.x-cpc/figs

make BeMaTabs-dvi

The results of Table 5 are for about 2 � 109 events for each of the three sub-generators.
The main purpose of the above set of runs, which results in Table 5, is to help the user to
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get convinced that the program is running correctly and that he/she is able to reproduce
the known published cross-sections from BHLUMI. In short, Table 5 constitutes a very
important numerical benchmark of the actual BHLUMI program. The table addresses the
important problem of the precision of BHLUMI only partly. We shall come back to this
question later in this section. What are the results listed in Table 5? As we see, they
are calculated for the symmetric, so-called wide-wide version of the four types of event
selection, BARE1, CALO2, SICAL2, which are de�ned/used in Ref. [11] and SICAL in
Ref. [3]. Let us recall that BARE1 is an unrealistic non-calorimetric ES introduced in
order to compare with some theoretical semi-analytical calculations, for example those of
Refs. [23] and [24]. The other two, CALO2 and SICAL2, are calorimetric semi-realistic
ES's which are closer to the true experimental ES's, and SICAL is a very close repre-
sentation of the real SICAL luminometer of the ALEPH Collaboration and to the actual
selection criteria used in their data analysis.

In Table 5 BHLUMI results are shown in two versions: �rst, for the pure photonic
case, i.e. without the Z boson and vacuum polarization (VP) contributions and the
second with the Z boson and VP included. Furthermore, in Table 5 we include the
results from LUMLOG and OLDBIS, more precisely the additive combination OLDBIS
+ LUMLOGh:o: de�ned in Ref. [18], and the multiplicative combination BHLPV, which
is an exact emulation of the SABSPV program of Ref. [13] (see also a description of
SABSPV in Ref. [11]). The additive OLDBIS + LUMLOGh:o: is, according to Refs. [11,12],
practically identical with the results from the BHAGEN95 program of Ref. [25], see also
Refs. [11,26,27], while the multiplicative prescription BHLPV should be equal exactly to
the results of the SABSPV MC, see Refs. [13,16,28]. The entries in Table 5 agree within
a statistical error of (� 2 � 10�4) with the entries in Tables 14 and 18 of Ref. [11]. The
absolute values of the cross sections for the SICAL ES were not given in Ref. [3], so our
Table 5 supplements this paper and constitutes an important numerical benchmark of the
BHLUMI 4.04 program. Last but not least, let us remind the reader that contrary to
BHLUMI, which is a full-scale event generator, the OLDBIS + LUMLOGh:o: and BHLPV
(SABSPV) calculations are not event generators but only MC calculations (albeit for
arbitrary ES).

Both additive and multiplicative combinations of LUMLOG and OLDBIS have been
used extensively to cross-check how precise the total cross section from the BHLUMI pro-
gram is, and we therefore come gradually to this very basic question. The recent improved
precision estimate of BHLUMI 4.03(4) of 0.11% is based mainly on the comparison of the
BHLUMI and SABSPV results, see Refs. [11, 12], for symmetric and asymmetric event
selections. In the BHLUMI package, in addition to the figs/BeMaTabs.f program that
produces Table 5, we have included another graphics program figs/BeMaFigs.f, which
can be executed as follows

cd 4.x-cpc/figs

make BeMaFigs-dvi

and produces Fig. 4 stored in figs/BeMaFigs.tex. Note that this new program uses the
same three output histogram �les prod2/bhl.hst, obis2/bhl.hst and llog2/bhl.hst
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as the previous program BeMaTabs.f. In the new plot, we show the di�erence between
BHLPV and multi-photon BHLUMI for the symmetric and asymmetric type of the real-
istic event selection SICAL. As expected, the di�erence is within 0.10% for the interesting
range of values of the energy cut around 0.5. As we see the SABSPV prescription is now
almost fully realized using OLDBIS and LUMLOG (we do not include Z and VP in our
BHLPV result), with the advantage that each of the two, OLDBIS and LUMLOG, were
cross-checked individually many times, with many methods, see Refs. [5,11,17,23]. Each
of them thus has a well-established sub-per mille technical precision. It is interesting to
see how, for the same SICAL ES, the older additive combination OLDBIS + LUMLOGh:o

of Refs. [3,18] compares with the BHLUMI 4.04 results. Figure 5, which is also stored in
figs/BeMaFigs.tex, answers this question. The di�erence is within 0.15%, in agreement
with Ref. [3].

The above results in Table 5 and Figs. 4 and 5 were obtained from long runs on the
CERN SP-2 farm and reproducing them on a single workstation may take some time.
We have therefore included in the data directories the archive-histogram �les from these
long runs. The user may therefore plot immediately the above table and plots without
actually running very long MC runs, by invoking the following commands8:

cd 4.x-cpc

make arch-BeMaTabs-dvi

make arch-BeMaFigs-dvi

In fact, we include in 4.x-cpc/makefile the possibility to run a graphics program, show-
ing even more published plots from BHLUMI. In particular, we included programs produc-
ing plots on the Z-boson contribution of Ref. [4] and on the missing third-order photonic
contributions in BHLUMI of Ref. [5]. The interested reader should consult this make�le,
the README �le, and the relevant programs in the directory 4.x-cpc/figs.

Summarizing, in the presented distribution package the user should �nd all possible
examples of the use of the BHLUMI event generator and should be able to reproduce
many important published results.

4.3 Running on a farm

Finally, let us explain briey how to run 4.x-cpc/demo2.f on a farm of workstations in
order to accumulate high statistics more e�ciently. For example, in order to run for the
BHLUM4 sub-generator 12 parallel jobs on the SP-2 farm at CERN, one should do the
following:

cd 4.x-cpc

make prod2-start

make prod2-stop

cd prod2

make farm12-SP

8On certain computers a double back-slash may need to be replaced by the single one. This is achieved
with: cd figs; make ibm-to-hp.
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make llsubmit12

make combine12

(cd ../figs; make prod2-dvi)

The user may easily �nd out by inspecting 4.x-cpc/prod2/makefile how to query on
submitted jobs, change their parameters, etc. We have included templates of scripts
to run jobs on several farms. Very briey, the command make farm12-SP creates 12
sub-directories in 4.x-cpc/prod2 and each submitted job uses one of them in order to
store histograms. The command make llsubmit12 submits 12 jobs, each of them with
a di�erent random number seed taken from the directory 4.x-cpc/iniseed. The same
command can be used to resubmit the programs after they terminate. As for normal
runs described previously, restarting of generation is done preserving continuity of the
generation. Each job will �rst read from the disk the histograms stored at the end of the
previous job and add more events to them as if there were no break in the execution. The
command make combine12 sums up the content of histograms from all sub-directories
(parallel jobs) and stores the results into a single 4.x-cpc/prod2/bhl.hst, which can be
used immediately as an input to graphics programs. This command can be executed while
the jobs are still running { it is thus possible to view partial results before the production
jobs terminate.

5 Conclusions

The new version 4.04 of the program BHLUMI represents the state of the art in the
calculations of the QED corrections to small-angle Bhabha and their technical and physical
precision. As the previous version, it is not only a full-scale stand-alone Monte Carlo event
generator, ready to use for any kind of detector study and to calculate the QED corrections
to the luminosity measurement; it is also a tool-box of programs, which allows one to do
all kinds of sophisticated tests and to cross-check the obtained numerical results. It is still
not the �nal solution to the problem of getting the small-angle Bhabha cross section with
the sub-per mille precision, but it represents a major step in this direction. According to
Refs. [11, 12] its overall precision is 0.11% (down from the previous 0.16%). The present
BHLUMI package embodies this new result in the form of a MC event generator, and also
includes almost all the calculational tools that were used to arrive at this new result.
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6 APPENDIX A

==============================================
==========*********************===============
==========*** Bhldem ***===============
==========*********************===============
==============================================

===========================================================================
= =
= BBB B B B B B B B B =
= B B B B B B B BB BB B =
= BBB BBBB B B B B BB B B =
= B B B B B B B B B B =
= BBB B B BBBB BBB B B B =
= =
= ********************************* =
= * BHLUMI version 4.04 * =
= * June 1991 (2.01) * =
= * Sept 1992 (2.02) * =
= * January 1995 (4.00) * =
= * Febuary 1995 (4.01) * =
= * May 1995 (4.02) * =
= * July 1995 (4.02a)* =
= * June 1996 (4.03) * =
= * September 1996 (4.04) * =
= * AUTHORS * =
= * S. Jadach, W. Placzek, * =
= * E. Richter-Was, B.F.L. Ward, * =
= * and Z. Was * =
= ********************************* =
===========================================================================

===========================================================================
= This program is based on papers =
= -------------------------------- =
= Phys. Lett. B353 (1995) 362 =
= Phys. Lett. B353 (1995) 349 =
= Comp. Phys. Comm. 70 (1992) 305 =
= Phys. Lett. B268 (1991) 253 =
= Phys. Rev. D40 (1989) 3582. =
= Phys. Lett. B260 (1991) 438, =
= Phys. Lett. B253 (1991) 469, =
= Nucl. Phys. B228 (1983) 537. =
===========================================================================

===========================================================================
= ********************************* =
= BHLUM4: INPUT PARAMETRES =
= ********************************* =
= 3001 OPTIONS switch KeyOpt =
= 1 rand. numb. switch KeyRnd =
= 0 weighting switch KeyWgt =
= 0 photon removal sw KeyRem =
= 1022 RADIATION switch KeyRad =
= 2 vac_pol switch KeyPia =
= 2 QED mat. elm. type KeyMod =
= 0 Test switch, def=0 KeyUpd =
= 1 Z contribution KeyZet =
= 92.30000000 CMS energy [GeV] CMSENE =
= 8519.2900 CMSENE^2 [GeV^2] SVAR =
= .60110696 trasf_min [GeV^2] TRMIN =
= 28.626770 trasf_max [GeV^2] TRMAX =
= .70558340E-04 xi_min=TRMIN/SVAR XIMIN =
= .33602295E-02 xi_max=TRMAX/SVAR XIMAX =
= 16.80000000 theta_min [mrad] THMIN =
= 116.00000000 theta_max [mrad] THMAX =
= .96256910 theta_min [deg] THMIN =
= 6.64631042 theta_max [deg] THMAX =
= .10000000E-03 eps_CM infr. cut EPSCM =
= .10000000E-05 delta infr. cut DEL =
= -.01480534 RePi(transf_min) REPI1 =
= .00006655 error dREPI1 =
= -.02999273 RePi(transf_max) REPI2 =
= .00039879 error dREPI2 =
= 91.18700000 Z-mass GeV AMAZ =
= 2.49000000 Z-width GeV GAMMZ =
= .23190000 weak mixing angle SINW2 =
===========================================================================

=====================DUMPS====================
P2 -.9609181940494 -.6160149114072 46.1358664389564 46.1499838621984
Q2 .9545403944187 .6104560314024 -45.5574498144363 45.5715375841869

PHO .0063560979334 .0055449682609 -.5773812076829 .5774428159041
SUM -.0000217016973 -.0000139117439 .0010354168372 92.2989642622895
=====================DUMPS====================
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P2 -2.4418242325506 .2723107119134 44.6086703983944 44.6762815561043
Q2 1.6178305345983 -.2364783177992 -8.9404046993193 9.0886816470983

PHO .9030588479010 -.0447881482344 -37.0950338729553 37.1060515185421
PHO -.0790651499487 .0089557541202 1.4267681738787 1.4289852782521
SUM .0000000000000 .0000000000000 -.0000000000016 92.2999999999968
=====================DUMPS====================
P2 -.0129875340879 -.8317405695647 46.0867405163538 46.0942470676553
Q2 .0130324175520 .8314305741683 -46.1388420951031 46.1463345974699

PHO -.0000566197983 .0002414399873 .0557593456378 .0557598971038
SUM -.0000117363342 -.0000685554090 .0036577668886 92.2963415622291
=====================DUMPS====================
P2 -.9083292882332 -.9862115935446 46.1305163415870 46.1499968971370
Q2 .9081306013081 .9859928842136 -46.1056921324685 46.1251745842978

PHO -.0000027766703 .0000006876038 -.0146014691137 .0146014693939
PHO .0002014635954 .0002180217271 -.0102227400011 .0102270491436
SUM .0000000000000 .0000000000000 .0000000000036 92.2999999999722
=====================DUMPS====================
P2 .4746473996194 .6810662454498 25.2185012547013 25.2321609692720
Q2 -.4758230037785 -.6814076872925 -46.1380646712303 46.1455494694243

PHO .0011860451397 .0003503077060 20.9208442693057 20.9208443058582
SUM .0000104409806 .0000088658634 .0012808527767 92.2985547445544
1

9001 bhlum4, weight distribution
nent sum bmin bmax

290817 .30039E+06 .00000E+00 .65321E+05
undf ovef avex

.00000E+00 .10000E+01 .10329E+01
-1.0000 .000000D+00 0 I
-.8000 .000000D+00 0 I
-.6000 .000000D+00 0 I
-.4000 .200000D+01 0 I
-.2000 .119000D+03 0 I
.0000 .599550D+05 0XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
.2000 .120290D+05 0XXXXXXXXXXXX I
.4000 .108490D+05 0XXXXXXXXXX I
.6000 .138010D+05 0XXXXXXXXXXXXX I
.8000 .170260D+05 0XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I

1.0000 .187540D+05 0XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
1.2000 .290290D+05 0XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
1.4000 .639040D+05 0XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
1.6000 .653210D+05 0XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
1.8000 .140000D+02 0 I
2.0000 .900000D+01 0 I
2.2000 .100000D+01 0 I
2.4000 .000000D+00 0 I
2.6000 .000000D+00 0 I
2.8000 .100000D+01 0 I
3.0000 .100000D+01 0 I
3.2000 .000000D+00 0 I
3.4000 .100000D+01 0 I
3.6000 .000000D+00 0 I
3.8000 .000000D+00 0 I
4.0000 .000000D+00 0 I
4.2000 .000000D+00 0 I
4.4000 .000000D+00 0 I
4.6000 .000000D+00 0 I
4.8000 .000000D+00 0 I
5.0000 .000000D+00 0 I
5.2000 .000000D+00 0 I
5.4000 .000000D+00 0 I
5.6000 .000000D+00 0 I
5.8000 .000000D+00 0 I
6.0000 .000000D+00 0 I
6.2000 .000000D+00 0 I
6.4000 .000000D+00 0 I
6.6000 .000000D+00 0 I
6.8000 .000000D+00 0 I

===========================================================================
= ********************************* =
= BHLUM4: WINDOW A =
= ********************************* =
= 100000 Accepted total NEVGEN A1 =
= 290817 Raw prior reject. IEVENT A2 =
= 438.34090 +- .49338970 Xsec M.C. [nb] XSECMC A3 =
= .00112558 relat. error ERELMC A4 =
= 1.03290582 +- .00112558 weight M.C. AWT A5 =
= 121 WT<0 NEVNEG A6 =
= 3 WT>WTMAX NEVOVE A7 =
= 3.00000000 Maximum WT WWMX A8 =
===========================================================================

===========================================================================
= ********************************* =
= BHLUM4: WINDOW B =
= ********************************* =
= .60977300 +- .00103037 WT1*WT2*T/TP*T/TQ B1 =
= .99995125 +- .00001303 WT3 from KINO4 B2 =
= 1.73758801 +- .00021375 YFS formfac WT B4 =
= 1.03290582 +- .00112558 TOTAL B5 =
= .00002771 +- .00002582 xsec/xtot: WT>WTMAX WT B6 =
= -.00000313 +- -.00000126 xsec/xtot: WT<0 WT B7 =
===========================================================================

===========================================================================
= ********************************* =
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= WINDOW C =
= Built-in average control weights. =
= Should equal one +- statist. err. =
= ********************************* =
= 1.00153607 +- .00129753 <WCTA1> C1 =
= .99979999 +- .00130102 <WCTA2> C2 =
= 1.00180566 +- .00204721 <WCTA1*WCTA2> C3 =
= 1.00055123 +- .00048902 <WCTB1> C4 =
= 1.00043689 +- .00048958 <WCTB2> C5 =
= 1.00087433 +- .00070501 <WCTB1*WCTB2> C6 =
===========================================================================

1
1000 Theta distribution (radians)

nent sum bmin bmax
200000 .13180E+04 .14750E+03 .18950E+04
undf ovef avex

.00000E+00 .00000E+00 .65902E-02
.0240 .189500D+04 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXI
.0246 .188700D+04 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXI
.0251 .176100D+04 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
.0257 .163700D+04 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
.0263 .165650D+04 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
.0268 .148750D+04 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
.0274 .139750D+04 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
.0280 .132600D+04 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
.0285 .125300D+04 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
.0291 .116300D+04 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
.0297 .110350D+04 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
.0302 .103400D+04 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
.0308 .104100D+04 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
.0314 .100750D+04 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
.0319 .927500D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
.0325 .902000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
.0331 .865500D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
.0336 .807000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
.0342 .775000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
.0348 .781500D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
.0353 .689000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
.0359 .636000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
.0365 .644000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
.0370 .612500D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
.0376 .605500D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
.0382 .577500D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
.0387 .510500D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
.0393 .512000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
.0399 .480500D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXX I
.0404 .487500D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXX I
.0410 .455000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXX I
.0416 .424500D+03 XXXXXXXXXXX I
.0421 .433500D+03 XXXXXXXXXXX I
.0427 .407000D+03 XXXXXXXXXX I
.0433 .377000D+03 XXXXXXXXX I
.0438 .361500D+03 XXXXXXXXX I
.0444 .333000D+03 XXXXXXXX I
.0450 .323000D+03 XXXXXXX I
.0455 .333000D+03 XXXXXXXX I
.0461 .296500D+03 XXXXXX I
.0467 .287000D+03 XXXXXX I
.0472 .322000D+03 XXXXXXX I
.0478 .278500D+03 XXXXX I
.0484 .269000D+03 XXXXX I
.0489 .282000D+03 XXXXXX I
.0495 .250000D+03 XXXX I
.0501 .246000D+03 XXXX I
.0506 .237500D+03 XXXX I
.0512 .219500D+03 XXX I
.0518 .219500D+03 XXX I
.0523 .208500D+03 XXX I
.0529 .217000D+03 XXX I
.0535 .195500D+03 XX I
.0540 .199500D+03 XX I
.0546 .161000D+03 X I
.0552 .153000D+03 X I
.0557 .185500D+03 XX I
.0563 .165000D+03 X I
.0569 .148500D+03 X I
.0574 .147500D+03 X I

1
1100 Energy distr: x=log10(1-s1/s)

nent sum bmin bmax
100000 -.58604E+07 .20300E+03 .96200E+03
undf ovef avex

.58610E+04 .00000E+00 -.58604E+02
-6.0000 .216000D+03 XX I
-5.9000 .203000D+03 X I
-5.8000 .238000D+03 XXXX I
-5.7000 .243000D+03 XXXX I
-5.6000 .239000D+03 XXXX I
-5.5000 .268000D+03 XXXXXX I
-5.4000 .301000D+03 XXXXXXXXX I
-5.3000 .307000D+03 XXXXXXXXXX I
-5.2000 .313000D+03 XXXXXXXXXX I
-5.1000 .301000D+03 XXXXXXXXX I
-5.0000 .314000D+03 XXXXXXXXXX I
-4.9000 .341000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXX I
-4.8000 .369000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
-4.7000 .354000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
-4.6000 .364000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
-4.5000 .434000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
-4.4000 .410000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
-4.3000 .484000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
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-4.2000 .470000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
-4.1000 .491000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
-4.0000 .474000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
-3.9000 .442000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
-3.8000 .482000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
-3.7000 .465000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
-3.6000 .484000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
-3.5000 .518000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
-3.4000 .520000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
-3.3000 .553000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
-3.2000 .479000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
-3.1000 .564000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
-3.0000 .599000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
-2.9000 .565000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
-2.8000 .637000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
-2.7000 .615000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
-2.6000 .640000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
-2.5000 .654000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
-2.4000 .680000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
-2.3000 .688000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
-2.2000 .696000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
-2.1000 .758000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
-2.0000 .749000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
-1.9000 .769000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
-1.8000 .844000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
-1.7000 .839000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
-1.6000 .912000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
-1.5000 .875000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
-1.4000 .884000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
-1.3000 .950000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
-1.2000 .897000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
-1.1000 .962000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
-1.0000 .906000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
-.9000 .912000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
-.8000 .908000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
-.7000 .880000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
-.6000 .855000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
-.5000 .778000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
-.4000 .651000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
-.3000 .477000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I
-.2000 .329000D+03 XXXXXXXXXXX I
-.1000 .252000D+03 XXXXX I

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
Xsec_BARE1 = 169.19520371 Nanob.
error = .67481969 Nanob.
Xsec_CALO2 = 136.21881786 Nanob.
error = .64151939 Nanob.
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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